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SUMMARY.
effect of the characteristics of an airplane on balance, stability, and controllability,
free f&ht tests, is discussed particularly in respect to the longitudinal motion. It is
—
shown that the ‘&nount of longitudinal stability can be ~arid by cha&bg the position of the
center .of gravi~ or by varying the aspect ratio of the tail phme, and that the stability for any
particular air speed can be varied by chan=@ng the camber of the tail phme. It is found that
complete longitudinal stability may be obtained even Then the tiil pkme is at all times a Iift-
ing surface. Empirical values are given for the characteristics of a new airplane for producing
any desired amount of stability and control, or to correct the faults of an airplane already
constructed,
INTRODU~ION.
There has been a great deal of work done on stability, but the kger part of it has been
either with modeIs or with mathematical theory; so there is at present ~ery little technical
data to aid the designer in predicting the exact amount of stability an ai.rpkme w-W have when
it is first taken into the air, or what changes are necessary to corrett a particular fmdt. The
fed of the controls on a new airphme determines probably more tk any other one thing the
test pilot’s attitude toward it, and after all the pilot is the court of last appeaI on the fitness of
the airphine. There have been @eat numbers of airphmes buih which in nearly every particular
were excelknt, but because of an undue force on the stick or too great an amount of stabilitj-
or instability, were condemned to be “washouts.” On the other hand, the few airplanes that
do possess excellent longitudinal control in many cases are arrived at by copyirg some pre-
viously successful machine or are simply accidents. It is the object of this paper to bring
together what practical data there are amilab~e from free flight tests on stabiIity for the aid
of the designer, and to indicate in what direction future research should be guided in order to
solve some of the many e&sting problems.
There are always three ways to obtain the dnta for any design: First, from mathematical
theory; second, from previous practice; and, third, from experimental resemch. In this sub-
ject of stability the fit will not be of much aid to us, for there are so many unlmown conditions
that the theory must always follow the experimentation. Ln fact, the huge mass of mathe-
matical theory on stability, a mass laborioudy constructed on the insecure foundation of ins@-
cient assumptions, has actualIy been a hindrance to a sound understanding of this problem.
The second way will enable us to design a safe and satisfactory aiqdane, but if everyone fol-
lowed this method there would be no generaI improvement in airpkne desi=~. The third way
is the more eflecti~el as it wdl not onIy teU us how to chnstruct our airplanes so as to give the
best resuhs but it will ako give us data on which me may lxwe a satisfactory theory. Above
everything else the pilot and the designer shotid get together, as oily in this way can a satis-
factory airplane be evolved.
In order to show how unnecessary are automatic stabilizing devices on properly designed
airpkmes, it is interesting to see what has actually been done in the way of inherent stabiIity.
A large number of machines show that without any radical departure from standard desigg it
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is possible to make an airplane which d fly even in bumpy weather with absolutely no atten-
tion from the pilot, These airplanes wilI not onIy fly themselves, but they wiIl acutally fly more
steadily when left alone than when controlled by the pilot.
It should be noted that the results and conclusions in this report are based entirely on tho
data from tractor biplamm, and in some cases from ordy a single airplane, so that care should
bo taken not to assume a general applicability of the rwndts. It is strongly recommended that
all new airphmes be tested for stability and controllability and that the characteristics of the
controls be recorded, in order to extend our empirical data on the subject. Such tests aro fully
as important as the usual performance tests.
BALANCE.
An airplane is said b be well balanced when there is no force on the stick or rudder with the ~
airplane flying at ita normal speed. It should be noted that the balance of the airplane is entirely
Em. L-Ilh9tn3tlon of bfdmoo. FIG.S.-IlIustmtfonofstaticbnlmm.
separate from its stability-that is, the airplane may be balanced and yet be unstable-but
stability, of course, will have no significant until the airpIane is balanced. In order to illustrat~
this more clearly reference may be made to figure 1, which represents the cross section of a
cylinder which is divided along its diameter, one-hrdf being of brass and the other half of alumi-
num. In the fit position the cylinder is evidently un-
balanced, for if it were left to itself it would roll over
into a new position. In the second position the cylinder Q14
is evidently balanced, as no force is required to hold it in 2/2
its position, but further than this it is also stable, because {)0
if it is moved from this position fore= wiU be set up to *
bring it back. In the third position it is still btdanced, j’
but in this case unstable, because if moved even slightly ~ 6
from its equilibrium position it will turn completely over” $ K
*
LONGITUDINAL BALANCE. *+2
The following factom are the ones which mainly de- ~ ~
termine the longitudinal bakmce of an airplane: ~+
1, The longitudinal position of the center of gratify. ~ d
2. The angular setting of the tafi plane. _.
3. The weight of the elevators-that is, the moment $ ~
produced about the elevator hinge by their own static ? ~
weight.
4. The vertical position of the thrust line in respect ‘fP (UP) o“ ~~~ +“ 2= J-
to the center of gravity. Angleofto/lp/one(L.EJwi#+wingch.d.
The only available data which shorn the change” in Fm.2.—lUfeotofWLI-pfmaangleonbalance.
stick force ti-th a given change in center of gravity p&ition is that obtained on a JN4H; these
results, however, should apply- approximately to any tractor biplane. It was found on the
JN4H that a movement of the center of gravity forward along 2 per cent of the chord required
an add.itional pull on the stick of 1 pound to hold the machine at the same angle of flight.
The effect of the tail plane sett.ingog ~he control force has been ob~ained both on theJN4H and
on the DEC4, the ieadts being shown in @ures 3 and 4. AIthough the change in stick force was
not the same for all engine~ipeede, it may be~safely assumed that when the tail phum is changed
.
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i 0 thQ stick force changes by 4 pounds on the JN413 and by 6 pounds on the DH4 when the tail
plane is turned through an angle of 10. An adjustable. tail phme is a most exce~ent method
of balancing an airplane, and such a device should be applied to all but the smaIIest airplanes.
It shouId be noted that either moving the center of gravity forward or decreasing the angle
of the taiI plane increases the longitudinal stability of the airplane, so that by proper adjust- -—
ment of these two factors it is possib~e to change the
balance to any degree without appreciably affecting the
stability characteristics.
The effect of the eIevator weight on balance.is quite
obvious-that is, if the weight of the elevator is increased
it wilI add a proportional pull on the stick. The effective
weight of the elevator can be changed by a balance might
on some part of the control system—that is, if the stick
gave a pti of 2 pounds at a speed where it is desired to
have it bah-mce, an effective weight of 2 pounds on the
control system would give the required brdance. Balance
can also be obtained by springs, but it should be noted
that this is not a true balance except for uniform flight,
because in turns where the motion is accelerated the
spring force would remain constant while. the elevator
weight wouId be proportional to the acceleration.
LAIZR.U.BAL..USCE.
There have apparently been no tests made to deter-
mine the angle through which the tips of the wingg must
be changed in order to balance a given lateral force on
the stick. Some tests have been made, however, in
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Germanyl on a conventional biplane of about 400 square feet in area to determine at what
angle the ailerons must be placed to bilance a given angdar warp in the wing itself. The
remdts of these tests me shown in fjgre 5, and it is etident that a warphqg of the wing at the
.L-—
outer struts of 10 corresponds to
2“ angle on the aileron.
DIRECTIONAL BALANCE.
Directional balance, which
depends upon the forces acting
upon the rudder, is unfortunately
quite different with the engine on
and off. It is v-cry simple to
effect a baIance of. the rudder
either by moving the lead@ e~ae
of the fin or by applying an ad-
justable tem=ion on one end of the
rudder bar with an elastic cord.
The airplane should aIviays be
balanced directionally after the
wings have been properly aligned
for balancing the airplane later-
ally, otherwise a small chauae in
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—
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FIG. &-EEect of Wng q on Ieted balance.
the angle of attack of the ~U wiU considerably change the forces& the rudder. To design ~rud-
der which is balanced at all engine speeds is a rather dii3icult prob~em and is perhaps best solved in
—
some of the British machines, such as the SE5 where the ~dder extmda for a considerable dis-
tance below the fuselage so that it wiU be evenly acted upon by the rotation of the slip stream.
——
—
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STATIC S’J!ABIIJXY.
In order to define clearly the meaning of static stability, reference@ be made to flgum 2,
which shows a cross section of the sam~ cylinders as in figure 1. In the first position the cylinder
is considered to be mda of a homogeneous material, so that it will rest in any position in which
it is placed; and in this case the st@biIity is said to be neutral. In the second position the
cylinder & etidently stable, for if it is displaced from its equilibrium position forces will lm set
*
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FIG,L-StabilftYofmm withfreeoontrols.
up tending to return it to this position, but in the
third position the cylinder is unstable, for if it is moved
even” slightly from its equilibrium position, forcos will
beset up tending b make it depart even furthkr from
its equilibrium position.
It is usually desirable to have only a small varia-
tion in control force. for various throttle positions; .
but if there is a variation it is desirable to make the
airplane more nose heavy with the throttlu closed.
The lower the thrust line is, compared with the center
of gravity, the more will this tendency b,ej but in the
us~al ca~ when the mn-
jority of the tail is in the.
slipstream the pitching
effect will not b e zero
when the thrust hne
passes through the center of gravity, because of the large influence
of the slipstream on the tail surface. By raising the thrust line
high enough a positionwould of course be fo~d where torque
about the center of gravity would neutralize this downward force
on the tnil plane so that the tail plane would have the same bal-
ance for. any throttle setting, but this is usually impossible to
FIG.s.-+tdWy ofJN4Ewithlcdo?dmntrda.
“Aasho~ la~er, increas-
ing the gssect” ratio of
the tail plane decreases
the amount of area in
Fm,7.-Stabilityof JN4Hwftbho
contruls.
the slipstream, thus giv~~ mora uniform hrdwmc at
different egjne speeds. By the use of a geared engine
the thrust ling is raised without changing th~-vertical
position of the centw of gravity, so that tlus typo is
of considerable advantage in giving a constant M-
ance with changes in engine speeds.
In an airplane the question is slightly more com-
plicated, as we may have stnbiIity in onc case with
the control surfaces locked in position tmd in the
other with the control surfaces left free to rotate as
they will An airplimeiis said to be inherently stable
with free ccmtrols when it is able to fly at some speed
steadily without the tittenticm of the pilot and is si.aldc
with locked controls when it will fly in the same way with the controls fastencd in one posit io,n.
. When the control positions and forces are plotted, as in this report, stability is indicated by a nega-
tive slope of the curve. In the majorit~ of cases, although not always, an airplane will bo more
stable with locked controls than with free &mtrols, so that in making wind tminel tests tho con trol
surfaces should be either entirely removed or else freely hinged. Due ta the inevitable friction
in the wmtroIe it is practically impossible to have free controls, so that whut wa cnll free con
trols is a combination of free and locked controls. .
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It is desirable in e-mry airplane to hare a small degree of static stability, sufficient to WOW
the machine to be flown even in wry bumpy weather without using the controk, and yet not .
so stable that the nirplane is not at all times subservient to th:
pilot’s d.
LONGITUDINAL ST~.
.
!vR%a “The longitu&’nal stability is generally affected by the follow- S”0
Horizontal position of the center of gravit y.
v
SW
M
#.-
.~gle of the M pltuM. t~
The rwpect ratio. of the tail phme. ;$ m
@ R.l?M-
The wction of the tuil pkme. 270 ‘ ~40uR Rfl-
The area of the tail plane, and the hmggh of the body.
~.
The chord and center of pressure travel of the v+5ng.-
:60
b
ing factors: K~~a?x++
1.
9
-.
3.
4.
5.
6.
It is not within the scope ‘of this report to give a detnikd
analysis of the effect on lo~mitudinal stability of Chan=&m the f:~
horizontal position of the center of gravity, but in figure 6 are *
.31 32 B.S+?.=
C G posh%an.
shown elevator force curves which have been obttiined in free
.—
FIG.!l-stabflttyofJ?J4HwfthImked
flight on a JN4H airphme. The sttbilitv is somewhat influenced
conkots.
m. Io:-metoftdhrhcee-spect
ratiom lift.
of course b; the slip stream, but in gemmd it may ‘be said that the -.
further forivard the center of gravity the more stable will be the
machine, not only in this pmtichr ctise but on hny machine. The
.--.
stability with Iocked controls with a given change in center. of
gr?v-ity is shown in fi=gures S and 9, and the same conclusions hold
true for this case.”
..—
The angle of the tail plane has some effect on stability, that is,
.—
a more positire angle decreases the stability. At the same time a
more positive angle tends to reduce the diilerence in forces between
_—
+mious engine speeds. By using a taiI of high aspect ratio it is
possible to obtain stability even when the center of gravity is 42
per cent back on the mean chord, in vrhieh case the tail will be
lifting at all times. It thus seems edent that for the sake of . ..-
aerodynamic efficiency and equal balance at
dl engine speeds, it is desirable to place as ~ ~a t I 1 I
~qoecf ratio=L6>
much positive load on the tiil as consistent . . -25- ——
with a moderate degree of stability. In & \
@re 7 are shown curves obained in free ~ E
flight, showing the effect on stability of a $ \
variation of the tail plane angle, but the data $4
are not completerenough to give more than
approximate resuh. :()
The sspect ratio of the tail surface hss ~_2
more effect upon the stabiIity in the usual L
Itractor airplane than any other cause, and $ z \
this is due not only to the increased slope of $6
“~\~ ‘ \
the lift curve with increased aspeet ratio but ~
. -
&o to the fact that .a larger amount of area m 50 m 50 lm
is outside of the slip stream, which of course “ Z- spee?rn M.P.H
increases the ficiency. Fm.lL-”iSH oftdkuface SSPSC4 IEitiO on StS~ withfrssUMkds.The variation in
dope of the lift cur-re with the ohange in aspect ratio is shown in @ure 10, we results being
taken from some of Eiffel’s tests. The stabbing action of the tail is evidently dependent upon
the rate of. @nge of lift with a unit change of inclination, so that the alope of the lift curve is
a direct criterion of the stabihing action. In other words, in order to ha-m equal stabilizing
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properties in two tails, one with an aspect ratio of 1, the other with an aspect ratio of 6, tho
latter would need to have only one-third of the area of the former. It should be nokd, how-
ever, that this only applies to stability and that the small area would in all probability not give
a suflkie~t amount of control,
In order to show the effect of changing the aspect ratio of the tail on the actual flight
properties of an airplane, a JN4H was flown with a tail having an aspect ratio of 1.6 and another
tafi of the same area but with an aspect ratio of 2.5. In
figure 11 are plotted the force curves obtained from these
tests. The stabihty is shown by the slope of these curves,
the negative slope indicating stability, and it will I)e
noted how greatly the stability is increased by the tail
of high aspect- ratio even though the center of gravity
position has not been changed betwew the two cases. .
Another interesting fact observed is that the force
o curves are cIowr together with tho higher aspect ratio
tail for various throttle settings, and this is undoubt-
@ly due lo the fact that a larger portion of the mea of
the high aspect ratio tail is outside of the slip stream,
These are the only results available where tho rtspcct
ratio has been changed on the same airplane, but the
20° /5” /0” -r 0“ +5” 10” Ir 20” results obtained for the stability on other airplanes seem
Angleofdfock to show that those airplanes having a tail of high aspcwtl?m.12.-Effsdoftsf18urface ssdion on Itft.
ratio such as the DH4 and the 17E7 are stable, vrhilc tho
numerous machines with low aspect ratio tails are in every ease unstable.
The characteristics of the airplane prcwiously discussed aflected only the clogree of stabiIity.
The section of the tail plane,’ however, has apparently the valuable property of changing tho
speed at which stability occurs. That is, if the camber of the tail plane is on the upwr surface
the stability will be ~e~t.est at low speeds: On
the other hand, if the camber is”highest on the
lower surface the stabflity will be greatest at
high speeds. The reason for this is made clear
by referring to i3gure 12, where there are plotted
the lift curves for three sections, the first a flat
bottom section with the camber on the upper
side, the second a symmetrical section, and the
third a section flat on top and with the camber
on the lower surface. It will be noted that the
lift curve falls off as the burble point is ap-
proached and that the burble point is tdways
earlier when the air strikes the cambered sur-,
face. As the stabiIity is proportional to the
slope of the lift curve it will be evident that
varying the section til produce stability at
various angles of the td, which is equivalent
Atrs~-~m MPH.
‘FM.13,—EJIMof tdlsurfscs swtlon on stabIUty.
to saying at various air speeds, so that .by varying the_section it is possible to produce stabiliLy
at any given air speed,
An actual tast was carried out by placing on a JN4H three tails of the symmetrical, flat
bottom and inverted section, and control forces and position were taken in the three cases, It .
was a little difficult to separate the effect of-the tail section from the effect of tttil detting and
center of gravity position, which. were necessarily changed somewhat between these clifferent
cases, but the tail setting was so pIaced in each case that the control forces at 60 miles an hour
SN,A. C. A. RSPIXt No. 96.
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were the same for all of the sections. The resuhs from this test, so far as the stability with free
controk goes, are shown in figure 13.
There has been -rery little scientific investigation carried out in full fl&ght‘on the effect of
changing the length of the body or changing the mea of the horizonhd tail surfaces. This is
mainIy due to the fact that such alterations in the full-sized airplane me quite expensive. It
is necessq, therefmet to fall back on the SiZM that have been used in successful airphmea.
Although this will undoubtedly give us figures enabling us to desigg a machine which will be
satisfactory, it is simply following someone eIse and does not aLlow us to make any marked
improvement in the desigg.
In order to obtain the characteristics of “kirphmes now in use there has been chosen from
each type of airplane 10 successful airphu.ms and their aver~~e axeas and lengths have been assem-
bled in the foUowing table. The length is given from the center of gravity to the elev~tor hinge
in terms of the wing chord$ and the areas of the control surfaces-are tdl given in percentage of the
total wing area, including the ailerons.
Ty’e. Ppbe-!me”’”-”bl
—
I Ptremt. f Pi C&.
13.s‘,“
Pm &Ot.
Training bipknes-------------- 3.2
%seatservice biplanes. . . . . . . . . 6.4 :: 3.2
l+eat ,w-vice biplanea. . . . . . . . . 7.8 ~ .
Bombers,bipkmes. .. . . . . . . . ..j . 7.0 :: ::
Flyingboatq bipkws..--. . . ..l , 8.4 : 6.3 3.1
Aversge biplane-s..-.. -.. 7.6 5.5 3.2
31?nopIanes.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5
4.3
%r$%s-&&-xLti”&L-.:: : -------i:i-- --”----k: i-- 3.1
—
-—
-+-.
..”
...s
-
.
1Avezage of 5m?.cldmsconsidered to pcmws gcad staMity. .~7, DHJ,SE&AvroW, BrfstoIJI@tw.
lt will be observed from these figures that the mea of the elevator is smaIler on the large
airphmes than it is on the others, and at the same time the fuselage ia longer on these airphmes.
This is probably due to the desire to reduce the forces on the eontroIs. The ammge length of
fuselage for the ordinary type of airpkme is 3 chord kngths, while for the monoplane it is 2M
--
—
chord lengths, and for the triplane about 4.3 chord lengths. The average area of the t ailplane
is 7% per cent and the average of the elevator 5% per cent of the totrd wing area.
Aa it is quite impossible to give any defiite. values to stabl~ty without special tests, it was
thought that the neaxst approach to showing a relation between the longitudinal stability and
—
the control areas would be to average ups group of airphmws which were known to have longitudi-
md stability.. This has been done in the table and it wilL be observed that the areas of the tail
surface and the Iength of the fusekge are very close to.~he average for the other airphtnes, which
—
shows quite definitely that it is not necessary to increase abnormaUy the are= of the tail surfaces
nor increase the length of the body in order to obtah satisfactory Ionggtudid stabiIity. k
fact, I believe that it is quite possible to obtain satisfactory Longitudinal stabllty even when the
ureas of the horizontal hd surfaces are considerably reduced below the average and the length
__ ,r-
uf the body markedly shortened. The advantages of. reducing the length of the body are very
great, as it allows a lighter fuselage and a much faster airplane in Iongitudimd maneuvers.
It has long been believed that the use of monoplwes with hrge chords wquld necessitate a
hmger body and a larger tail, but from actual practiie it seems to have beeiproved that the sta-
bility and control are as gr@ W@ the monoplane as they would be with a corresponding bipkne
of the same area with the smne body and tail surfaces. For example, the Morane monoplane
with a tail about 2,% chord lengths back of the center of gravity has most excdlent Iongitudird
stabiIity and can easily be flown without touching the controls. Again, the Stout monoplane —
seems to have suftlcient longitudinal control, although I have no info~ation on its stability,
when the eIevator hinge is only I chord I.engt.h back of the center of gratity. It is &o beIieved
that a construction such as the JIM (Junkera monoplane), where the wig is considerably below
the level of the tail surfacer increases the st.abiliz~m efficiency. .
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The center of pressure travel on the wings may be reduced in a monoplnne by wwying the
wing section, either by using a more mmrly symmetrical surfme, that is, by using n convex
lower surface, or by turning up the trailing edgo of the wing. The former method is much the “
more mtisfactory, especially in thick wings, as it doe-s not injure tho aerodynamic properties
nemly as much as the latter method. In n biplane, however, the center of pressure trnvcl may
be improved much more easily by using a ltirge positive stagger or by using u small positive
stagger rind decalagg The internally brticed wing used as a biplWe with n large stagger
obviously has a groat advantage over. tlm usual construction, There the obliquity of the struts
materially reduces the structural .eflkiency.
IATZRAL STABILITY.
There are much less avaiIable data on lateral st+il~ty than there are on longihu{inal stability,
mainly because theflateral stability is of considerably less importance in respect to the comfort
of the pilot. Some.tvork, however, has been done on the JN4E to determino the control forces
and positions in circling flight a and in side slippin~ but few alterations were made on tho
airplanes in order to determine their effect. on the stability. It is evident, howe~cr, that any
airplane will be moderatdy stable in straight level flight by the use of small dihedral .on tho .
wings, that is, a dihedral of between 2° and 6°. Lateral stability seems to be a much simpler
problem than longitudinal stability. There are some airplanes, like the Morane monophuw,
for instance, ,which are. stable even in circles, that is, if the airplano is banked into a turn nnd
the controls released it will continue to fly steaddy in a circle. until brought brick to a level
course. Just what properties make this stability possible are not knom, but there are certninly
no radical changes necessary to bring it about.
It mny be stated here for those who would predict the lat&al stability from mathematical
anal ysis or model tests, that because. several fnctors have been neglected which greatly influonco
tho results, namely, the effect of the slipstream and the varying positions of tho controls in
full fligh~ (where they havo been assumed fixed in the model), the computed stability will hnvc
little resemblance t~ the actual performance of the airplane. The lateral derivatives Yv, L,,
imd N, have been determined in full flight at Langley Field, tind becuuse of the erroneous
assumptions mentioned above do not agree with the values obtained from the model.
DIRECJ!IONAL STABILITY.
Directional stability is exceedingly important, and fortunately is quite ensy to obtain.
Every airplane is probably directionally stable with locked rudder, but there are a great many
a.irpkmes which are unstabIe with a free rudder, which emphasizes the necessity for twting
small models with the hinged part of the control surfaces free or entk~y removed. l’he forw
and-aft position of the center of gravity. has a very ~eat effect on the direc-tional stability. It
was found in testing the JN4H. that only a small change in the center of gravity position would
change the airplane from unstable to stable with free rudder, which is due to the increased
eflectivenass of the fin when the moment arm to the center of gravity is increased, ns tho center
of pressure of the fuselage and fin is very near the cater of gravity.4 Airplanes having larga
lateral” area of the fuselage near the nose must have correspondingly greater fins to obtain
directional stability. The Junkers JL6 airplane is directionally unstable because of LIL;Stype
of body. A high aspect ratio is aerodynamically desirable on the rudder and fin, but is strut- .
turally awkward.
The principal reason for having dire&ional stability when the controls are free is that an
airplane which is unstable in this particular when Mt to itself WN immeclintely whip into a
very rapid spin out of which it .is quits impossible to get it without the use of the rudder; so
should the rudder wires be broken on an airplane of this type it would be utterly impossible to
keep the airplane from crashing. It should be .notgd that balancing the ruddcy is approxi-
mately equivalent to adding on to the stationary fin t~~;iceas much area as the balanced portion,
*N.A. C. A. ReportNo.112, ‘t C+mtrolIn CircUng Fllght.)J ~AppUcd Aem@mnks, CLP. Thomson, p. 229.
so that by using a balanced rudder the effective fln mea is greatly increased, thus increasing the
directional stability with a free rudder.
Directional stability is almost as important when on the ground as in the air, for an unstable .
airplane in landing, losing most of its directional control due to the Iow air speed, is very apt to -.
make a ground hp. This aspect of directiontd%tabhty should be kept in mind by designe=.
—.-.
Below ia given a table of rudder and fin areas of a number of airplanes in the same way as
. ..”
for Iongitudimd stability.
—
I
Rudder.
—
I
Pm cmt.
~-.. ---..----------.---.-----.------i $:
l-seat service: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
&.fXt EWKiCe ----- 1........................-! 3:1
Bombed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.1
~~boati------------------------------
1-
3.2
A\-~e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.8
7 “
IHn
Fe Lant.
1.0
1.3
::
3.0
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___
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-e. . . .—.
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DYNAMIC STABILITY.
LOXGrl!UDNAL Sl!ASILITY.
& dynamic ktabtity can have no significance UIJW there is static stability, and as there
are so few airplanes completely statically stable, there has been very little practical study made
of the c?y&nic stabiity. ‘Any statically
stable airplane may be made to oscillate
with its natural period, which ranges between
15 and 30 seconds for various airplanes. If
the oscillation decreases in ampIitude the
airplane is said to be d.ynaroically stable, but
if the oscillation increases it is unstable. Of
the aiqhnee that ha-re been studied in this
particuk it is straige to notice that very few
of them have shown any instability; that is, in
most cases if the airplane is statically stable
it automatically becomes dynamically stable
.-
-..
.-
—
—
also. A curve-is shown in iigure 14, the data for which were taken on a JN4E, showing the
trme of stable oscillation which nsualIy occurs on an airphme. h general, it may be said that
.-
i;;reming the area of the tail or the @th of the body will increase the damping and make the
tiplane more dynamically stable, which are exactly the thingg that increase the static stability.
Extensive full-~~ht tests now being carried out by the committee show that the dynamic
stability @ this case dose not agree with the theory or model t=t. At my rate, an airplane
that ia dynamically unstable in pitch is not at all dangerous; in fact, a pdot vrouId have
difficulty in determining whether there was instabiitty or not.
LATERAL AND DIREC?llOSti STASILITY.
Very little is known in full f@ht of the directional or lateral stability in regaml b oscilla-
tions} although a certain amount of oscillation has been studied in roll in order to determine the
accuracy of bomb droppingfl
T%C spinning of an airplane is an important and much discussed subject, but up to the
present there has been very little definitely learned about this matter.a It is c@ain, however,
that it is aperiodic phenomenon, m shown in the accelwometer record @g. 15), and it appears
as if the oscillation was decreasing in magnitude as the. time increased. In some airplanes
this dyhg out of the oscillation is much more marked, tmd completdy disappeared in one or
-.
“. -—
——
.
* E. & M. Na ‘.Zu3,“OscllMka of en .U@a.ne !n FfIght.m B= Advismy CcomMtea
I N. A. C. A. Report h-o. 105, “Angie ci Attuckmd Ah SF+ed In MMoeuvers.”
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two oscilhtions. The air speed is not at W h~h in a spin, se~dom exceeding 60 to 80 miles per
hour, and the angle of attack of the inner wing is of tan very high, sometimes reaching 90°.
As a large perceuttige of airplane accidents tire due to spins it would be of the grcntost VUIUO
to construct un airplane which would not spin; but this problem is a rather complicated one,
as it is connected with both longitudinal and lateral stability, It seems evident, however, from
a considerable nmount of investigation, that the ability to make an airplane come out of a spin
by itself depends upon the area of the vertical fin. There tire also some airplanes which can
not be spun, but just why this should be is not at all clear.
CONTROLLABILITY.
Controllability is a rather difficult thing to define, as up to the present time there has been
no quantitative method for ~eastu-ing it. It may be logically divided, however, into throo
parts; the first is the power of the control, that is, the possibility of holding fin airplano in any
position, even against its natural stability or instability, if sufficient force is applied to the stick;
the second, efficiency of control, demands the maximum possible control~ing moment about tho
center of gravity of the airplane with a given force gn the stick or rudder bar; and tho third,
which is quickness of.control, demands a large moment about the center of gravity of the machine
for a small movement of the control stick or rudder bar and is also of course dependent upon the
moment of inertia of the airplane. To illustrate this distinction more completely, Iet us con-
sider an airplane like the JN4H, which is an airplane with powerful controls, that is, even
though the airplane is unstable at high speed and therefore a large force is required h hold the
stick back, yet the controIa are of sufficient power to pull the airplane out of the steepest dive
provided the pilot hm su%lcient strength. An
3G -
airplane such as the Salmson biplano is cm cxam-
2G ple of an airplane with efficient controll that is,
. --------— - -=-7-- --- there are at no time more than 1 or 2 pounds force
1P on”the stick, so that it is a very cmnfortablo air-
OG plane for the pilot to fly. An airplano that is
Sturt
I%?.I&.—Dam@WllntIonIn@q)!n.
~. quick on the controls may be illustrated “by the
VE7 or the Sopwith-Camel, where even the
slightest movement of the controls produces a large angular veiocity. It should be notad thgt. _
the moment of inertia of the control system itself has. a considerable irdiuence on thn quickness
of control and for this reason should be made as light as possible. There seems to be no reason
why all of these desirable characteristics may not be combined in one airplane.
The relation of controllability to stability should be recognized. For instance, it is possildo
to design an airplane which is so stable and which has so little control that it wiIl bo impo=ible
to fly it at mor~ than a small fraction of its normal flight range. In fact, it quito often happens
that in stable airplanes it is impossible to reach the minimum speed, due to the fact that thc-
elevator is pulled up as far as possible.’ Again, an qi@ane which has powerful controls but is
unstable is a rather uncomfortable airplane to fly, especially for cammercifil use, but is not
dangerous. & airplane, howover, which lacks both stability and control is extremely dangerous
and ahodd be avoided at all costs. ti, fighting airplanes it is desiraMe to have great con-
trollability and smalI or neutral stability, but for commercial airplanes the stability should be
considerable and the controllability only sufficient for ordinary flying.
LONGI’IWDTNAL CONTBOL.
The Britishs have done considerable work on the best size and shape of elevator, and tho
results are summarized in figure 16. It wU1 be noticed that fairly C1OSCagreement is obtained
between the model and the fulI-scaIe .tmts on the hinge moment, but that the results for the
normal force on the whole tail surface in full flight show that there js a marked falling off us
the size of the elevator is decreased, while the model shows nearly a constant force for any sizo
~The Faotocs tit Detamtne the MMmtun Sped ofanAkplone. N. A. C. A. TmhnIG@Note No. E-L
-.
~Britleh AdvisoryCommlttWE.&M.No. 409 and NO. ~ T S24.
of elevator, at
.
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least down i% 30 per oent, so that the erroneous conclusion wotid .be drawn
from the latter results that a smfi elevator would be the bitst. It is necessary to ‘&mpromise
between efficiency and *urn contrcd, the latter fabg off tith the size of the elevator, so
that it may be concluded that an elevator containing an area of 33 per cent of the total tail
surface wi~ be satisfactory for commercial ah’phmes, -i&ich
do not need to be stunted and where it is dasirable to have
an efficient controL OrI the other hand, for fighting air-
planes, where quick maneuvers are essential, the area
should he increased to about 42 per cent, which is about
the average found in airplanw of this type.
These results are confirmed by same tests which have
been made by the N. A. C?.A. on a ~T4H with two taiI
planes of the same area, one having an elevator of 33 per
cent and one with an elevator of 43 per cent of the total
horizontal hd surface. In the tit case the airplane
would control satisfactorily, but it appeared to the aver-
age piIot as .@gish, that is, the stick couId be moved
rapidly back and forth without producing any violent
oscillations of the airpkme, and it was very &t%cuIt to
loop tho airphme without having a negative loading at
the top of the loop. The force on the stick, howe~er, was
quite small at all times, and for ordinary fIying the wmtrol
was considered to be quite satisfactory. The second tafl
plane, which had an elevator area of 43 per cent, was
considerably more powerful, and aIthough the airphme
was not neady as comfortable to fly, it could be stunted
with case.
The r~oe of .elevator movement is quite important
in determining the maximum control. The control
Per cenfelevafora-ea
thferms offataltadsur~.
FIG.l&-Inlluenca OCdevatcr area cm eontro5hfIity
!rith&rectm@a rtailsoMace.
efficiency can usually be increased by using smahr elevatora and greater angular ranges than is
now done. The angular ranges of elevator movement for severaI airplanes are given hi the
following table as actuaIIy measured on the field.
l—
“:
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DM . . . . ..-. -..- . . . . . . . ----------------- i ~.
/
DH~------------------------------------- M
SE5--------------------------------------- S7
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FuU flight tests were aIso made by the British to determine the effect of angle of rake at
the tips of the tail surface. These resndts showed that for some inexplicable reason’ the
negative rake of 300—that is, with the leading edge longest--gave much better results than
with the usual positive rakq.
LATES.UCONTROL.
There have-been no satisfactory quantitative measurements made in free fight of aileron
controllability, and it is necessary again to refer to the judgment of the pilot as to the lateraI
maneuverabdity of a particular airplane. In order to show what is the usual practice in area
for aiIerons, the foIlowing table gives the areas in percentage of the total wing area for sewral
classes of airplanes.
.
— ._—
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Training. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.0
!?-eeatservice. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1S.8
l-seat Eervkc........................................”.. .............................. 11.0
Bombere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.4
~~gboati............ -.. --. -.. --. ------ .------------ .---. *------------------------ 11.8
Average.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.5
Machinw with good control .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- -------- -------- -------- - 10.9
It will be noted that the average area for cdl of the airplanw is about 11% per cent, while .
for the group of airpha.nes which are considered to ‘be exceptionally controllable the area is
only 11 per cent, showing that it is not area of aileron which gives great controllability. In
fact, the Fokker, which is cmsiderectl to have. exceptional latSr_d control, has ailerons of only
5.2 per cent, ao that the reason why this airplane should have such good controllability is un-
known. As the ailerons on an airplane are out of the wash of the propeller, the results for
model testa should give fsirly accurate results when applied to the full-sized airphmcs; there-
fore some British tests made on model ail.e~ons maybe cxmsidered.10 It was found that tho gap
between the ailerons and the wings should be as small as poesible, as a gap of one-half inch might
reduce the effecti~eness of. the aileron by as much as 30 per cent. Contrary “to tlm general
belief, ailerons on the 10WW wing qwe~ tO be f~y as eflective w ~er~ns on tl~e UPPer wing-
In the same way as for the tail plane, the negative rake on the wing tip gives greater ofllcicncy
to the aileron, although the effect is not quite as marked in this case. As in the cam of tha
elevator, reducing the chord of the ~leron~ k~p% ‘a co~t~t breadth) increm= the efficiency
of the control and reducw the maximum control, .e+pecially at the lower speeds. Both full
flight tests and model tests seem to show that the ~~hed-out ‘ilerOnJ that is) ail~ro~ where
+
the tip is turned up, increases the efficiency at the lower sped+ and
this method is employed on most of the German airplanes.
There- has. been a large amount of work done in the wind tunnel
on balanced ailerons and some work in full flight, and the conclu-
Ra. 17.—AUe.rontith biplaneb8l- sion has been reached that satisfactory balm= can not be Obtuine[l
unce- by an extension of the ai~~on at the wing tip, but that better results
are obtained by an auxili~y surface afiove .~d ahead Of the aileron~ M sho~ in figure 17. From
the satisfactory redts which have been obttined) however, on the small and medium sized
airplanes, which use no balancing it seems that balancing would be unnecessary if tho ailerons
are properly designed? ex~pt for the l~ger airp~anes.
Below is given a table of the angular range of ailerons on several airplanes.
J?t4H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1: ;4
vet-------------------------------------- 28 25
XBIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------ “.16 19
DH4B . . . . . ..-. ..- . . ..- . . . . ---------------- 17
SE5.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .: D
Martin bomber.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 20 :;
Fokker DJ711. ._ . . ..--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2s
DIZZC7!IONAL CONTROL.
There can be little said on directional control, for if the rudder has enough power on the
ground when taxing it usually has sufficient when in the sir. The tendency of some .air-
p]anm to ground loop on landing cari be attributed to inaufflcient directional stability and con-
trol, In stunting, a powerful rudder is not as essential as the other controls. It maybe stated,
however, that it is desirable to have the highest aspect ratio possible on the rudder tmd fin
consistent with structural. considerations.
—.. .- ——.=- ~-=.-—— ...—
~ British AdvIwy Chmmlttee, T. 1217.
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PRAcTICAL STABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY OF AIRPLANES.
The angular range of rudder movement for several airphnes is given below:
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CONCLUSIONS.
In the following paragraphs it is attempted to give as accurately as possible definite data so
that the designer may produce an airplane which has the desired amount of stability and con-
trolIabiIity. It should be reaIized, however, that the data on which these conclusions are
based is rather meager rmd applies mainly to tractor airplanes with a single motor and that in
some cases the results are obtained from one airplane, so that it can not be ezzpected that this
data vi?iIlappIy strictiy to any airplane which is designed. Also, the conchsions wiII be modiEied
as our information is increased. In fact, in the present state of the art it is quite impossible to
design at the first trird an airplane which is perf%t in stabiIity and control, but it should be pos-
sible, however, to design an airplane vrhich is fairly satisfactory and from teds on this airp~ane
to deduce what changes it is necessary to make in order to correct any given faults.
LorwrruDrNAL BALANCE.
1. To correct an unbakmced pfl on the stick of 1 pound, move the center of gravity back
2 per cent of the chord or set the tail plane to ~“ more positive angle.
LOSGITUXIN~ STAB~lTY.
1. The center of gravity maybe placed anywhere between 20 per cent and 40 per cent back
on the mean chord of the wing, but 30 per cent is probably the most satisfactory.
2. The angle of the taiI plane shouId be set at – 1° (zero lift line) to the wing chord for a
center of gravity position of 30 per cent and up or down 0.125° for every per cent of the center
of gravity from this position.
3. The area of the horizontal tail surfacw shouId be about 13 per cent of the wing area,
and the length from the center of gravity to elevator hinge should be about 3 chord hmgths.
4. ‘With the above area and the center of gravity 30 per cent back on the wip.g chord, an
aspect ratio of 2 on the horizontal tail surfaces fi give about neutraI stability. b aspect
ratio of 3 wiU give great stabdity.
5. A taiI section flat on the bottom will give the greakt stability at low speeds, while if
it is flat on top it will give stabiMy at high speeds. To obtain equal stabiIity with free controIs
at aII speeds tie two-thirds of the camber above and one-third below.
LONGITLIDNAL CONTROL. r
1. The power of control is proportional to the area of the elevator. For great ccmtroIIability
use 45 per cent of the tail area in the elevator, for average airphmes 42 per cent, and for commer-
cial airplan=, which require no stunting, and where smti forces are desired on the control at all
times, use 33 per cent. The efficiency of the elevator as a controlbg member is found to be
greatly increased by using about a 30 degree negative rake on the tips of the tail surface.
2. For the greatest quickness and lightness of control it is necessary to use small and light
elevators with a large gearing behveen the elevator and the stick and to have a neutral or un-
stable airplane with locked controIs. The quickness of cuntrol is SISOproportional to the longitu-
dinal moment of inertia of the airplane.
--——
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LATERAL BALANCE.
1. In balancing a machine laterally, ~“ of warp at the outer strut point @l be equivalent
to an angle of 1° on the aileron.
LATERALSTAB~Y.
1. The lateral stability of the airplane does not depend primarily upon the shape or size
of the aileron, but can be obtained most easily by using a dihedral angle of 3 to 6°.
LATEl?ALCONTBOL.
1. The size of, the aileron to obtain satisfactory lateral control should ba about 11 per cent.,
but areas as low as 5 per cent have been found satisfactory on some @lanes. It is found
that washing out the tips of the ailerons helps the controllability at low speeds.
DIRECTIONAL $TABILITY.
1. With the usual length of fuselage a fin having an
sufficient to give directional stability with free controls.
,.
DIEEOTIONALCO?.!TBOL.
area of 2 per cent of the wings is
1. lt is found that a rudder having an area 2 per cent of the wing area is sufficient for
ordinary controls. The rudder should have a high aspect ratio, and for a larger airplane be
balanced.
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